A. Evaluating a Student Transfer Statistics

1. To review a student’s Transfer Statistics go to Manage Student Records > Manage Academic Records > Use > Term History.

2. Go to the Cumulative Statistics Page.
   - Note the value in the “All Transfer Credit” field. The All Transfer Credit value represents all transfer credit passed.
   - The All Transfer Credit value is also included in the No GPA Passed hours.
3. Select the button next to the Academic Standing tab to view additional pages on the Term History Panel.

4. Select the Transfer Statistics tab to view a break down of the students transfer statistics.

5. The Transfer Statistics Page is designed to:
   - Display the Transfer GPA
   - Display the Overall GPA (Transfer and UNT Combined)
   - Display various credit types: UNT passed, UNT non-traditional, transfer not for GPA and transfer in progress
   - Display unofficial totals from transfer course work that is not fully posted in EIS
6. Select the "next page" arrow to view the various statistics by term.

7. The example below displays transfer coursework posted in Spring 2003.

- The transfer term and transfer cumulative GPA are both 4.00 because Spring 2003 is the term that the transfer work was posted.
- The overall term GPA includes UNT coursework taken in Spring 2003.
- The overall cumulative GPA includes all coursework taken through Spring 2003.

- **Cumulative Column**: Lists overall statistics for a student based on all completed work.
- **Term Column**: Lists Term statistics for a student based on all completed work for the term in context.
- **Transfer Column**: Displays statistics based on transfer work only.
- **Overall Column**: Displays statistics based on all transfer work and UNT course work combined.
- **UNT Passed Column**: Displays UNT passed hours by term and cumulative (non-letter grade basis).
- **UNT Non-Traditional Column**: Displays UNT Non-Traditional hours by term and cumulative (AP, CLEP, CBE, Military).
- **Transfer and Overall Unofficial Column**: Includes transfer work that may be received but is not officially posted to a student's official record.
- **Transfer Not for GPA Column**: Lists coursework that has been officially excluded from GPA calculations (repeated courses, no credit, developmental, vocational/BAAS, Withdrawn, Transfer CR).
- **Transfer In Progress Column**: Transfer work received listed as in progress at the sending institution.